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Sex Piston wasn’t about to apologize to anyone for her bitch attitude and certainly not the President of The
Blue Horsemen, Stud. If he thinks he’s going to be able to control her and her crew then he has another thing
coming. A lapse in judgment has him thinking that he’s won this battle of the sexes but a one-night stand
isn’t about to bring this woman to heel.

Stud has to prove himself as the new President of the Destructors, and Sex Piston and her crew’s attitude
isn’t helping. If he has to sacrifice his body to tame the bitch then that’s exactly what he’s going to do even if
it means losing his heart in the battle.
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From Reader Review Sex Piston for online ebook

??????????? says

Love the Biker Bitches!!! All of them. Can't wait for more on them.

Reading Order
Razer's Ride (The Last Riders book 1)
Viper's Run (The Last Riders book 2)
Knox's Stand (The Last Riders book 3)
Sex Piston (Biker Bitches book 1)
Teased (The VIP Room book 1)
Tainted (The VIP Room book 2)
Shade's Fall (The Last Riders book 4)
King (The VIP Room book 3)
Cash's Fight (The Last Riders book 5)
Fat Louise (Biker Bitches book 2)
Riot (Predators MC book 1)
Shade (Last Riders book 6)
Stand Off (Predators MC book 2)

AlligatorSmith loves to read says

Diamond's sister Sex Piston and Stud, the pres of the Blue Horsemen (he takes over from her dad, so she's
grown up within the MC). The club name is an ironic one, the story of how she got it going back to when she
met her feisty friends. I like Sex Piston a lot, and love how the Long Rider universe was expanded to include
her, her friends, and the Blue Horsemen.

Namera [The Literary Invertebrate] says

RTC

Michelle says

2.5 or 3 stars..... I swear I wrote this damn review & posted it... but it was gone, so here goes...

This is the story of Sex Piston and Stud... He's the new President of her father's MC and she isn't quite ready
to show him the respect that he deserves. But there is something about this fiery girl that makes Stud want to
break her will. Plus once he gets her to fall, the rest of the club's girls will follow suit.

But Stud is much more than just the President of the club, he might be into the scene, women and the



criminal element that goes along with it, but he is not heartless. Sex Piston fights her attraction until her body
denies her attempts, but she's not ready to put her trust in him completely.

I was really excited for this one and was ready for a bad-ass biker story, especially one with a strong willed
female. But there were a few issues that I had with it that I just couldn't fully overlook. The start of it was a
bit rough and I found it difficult to follow who was who in the dialogue because the names were a bit out
there along with there being so many people brought into the conversations.

It had potential, but it didn't give me the fix I really was craving. I am a bit on the fence on if I will give the
next book a chance. But since I was able to sort out the characters after that rough start I don't think that
would be an issue going forward.

This was just one of those that didn't do much for me and I can probably account part of that to really
wanting a biker story that was going to knock my socks off and going in with high expectations.

-C- says

Hot biker babe and her biker biches.
How to tame Sex Biston. It's fun to read.

 Bear was wrong; there was one man in the club more than willing to let Sex Piston near his balls.

Amber Berry says

Can't wait. These girls are crazy!

Vallsykes says

2.5 stars
This one had a very mild plot. The story centers around Sex Piston and her transition from being a biker
bitch in one club that's taken over by another, which further transitions her to the Ole' Lady and First Lady to
Stud (the hero). Yes, these are their nicknames, but no matter, they stick to them to the point where I almost
forget what the heck their real names are.

Sex Piston and her gang are cute and interestingly multi-faceted, but none as well-centered as Sex Piston
herself, which is, at times, a little incongruous with the MC Life, but not too far off from plausible.

Anyway, Stud takes Sex Piston on, figuring her to be right material for the place at his side, as his woman.
He character is drawn with parts that make him not totally wooden, but also not terribly clever. He also
comes with three daughters, and hearing them call "Sex Piston" by name or shortening it to "Sexy" is as



hilarious as it is a little well...stupid. However, this name is at odds with the tell-tale strength and almost
depth of character in Sex Piston that fights throughout the book to come out, but doesn't. quite. succeed.

The reader gets to see a-day-in-the-life of a biker bitch and while it is sort of entertaining, it isn't raw enough
to register at the level of the other good biker stories out there. It is just enough to give Jamie Begley a head
nod for thinking to try to hone the biker life from the PoV of a biker heroine.

Some sequences seem thrown together without finesse and the dialogue, which had humor, could have been
more profound. That is to say, it seemed unfinished, just as the book seemed unfinished, like a rough
thought.

Nevertheless, it wasn't a chore to read.

Annmarie says

I loved this more than the men's books. These women are tough and take no crap. Plus,Stud did not sleep
with anyone else while he was with Sex Piston. I also like that we haven't seen him with other women, that
was so refreshing and made the romance and relationship so much more for me. I love all the women and
their attitudes. Great book, I love that they kicked Bliss and Evie's ass. They are sluts and total trash.

Wendy says

3,5 stars ;) review to come...one day

Lu Bielefeld *read.laugh.love* says

==> Re-read 2017, July 11
-=> Re-read 2016, march 29
==> Read 2014, january 13
-----------------

BIKER STYLE!
"Her five-foot-six, curvy body was encased in tight, black leather pants with a leather vest that
was laced up the front with her breasts threatening to overflow the corseted top. All the
brothers were constantly staring, trying to see the pink of her nipples, yet they only managed to
get threats for those high-heeled, biker boots to be shoved up their asses."

SMART GUY!
“Asshole, where are my clothes?”



THE WALKING VAGINA:
“Bliss is mine,” Diamond said, pissed off like Sex Piston had never seen her before. Sex Piston
and her crew all gave a grin."

I LOVE THIS!
Sex Piston went for Evie who was straddling Rider’s lap, pulling her off backwards to land on
the floor."
“We’re not going anywhere; we’re staying for a beer.” Smugly, Sex Piston continued to ignore
his order."

BIKER BABE!
"She was wearing a tight, black, leather jumpsuit with a silver zipper up the front which she
had left unzipped to show the cleavage between her breasts, and black boots that came to her
thighs. Her hair was fluffed out and curled."

NO GLOVE, NO LOVE!
“Your dick gets too much action. I don’t fuck someone doing other bitches and don’t ever think
that you can tell me what I want."
“Sex Piston, we could have a good thing if you gave it a chance.”
"I don’t think you can keep your dick in your pants any more than my pops or Ace could.” “I
don’t like being compared to other men,"

LOOKS CAN BE DECEIVING!
"You’re a virgin?” Disbelief at what his dick and Sex Piston’s reaction was telling him held
him immobile."
"She gave herself to him as she had never been able to do for anyone else."
“You’re the sexiest virgin I’ve ever seen.”

FRIENDS FOREVER!
"Sex Piston felt the caring she had for her friends surround her in warmth. They had been
friends since seventh grade and she shared a closer relationship with them than she did her own
sister, Diamond."

SHADE!
“What you been up to, Shade?” Killyama’s usually abrasive tone turned seductive. He didn’t
take off his sunglasses, but his head turned in her direction. It was Saturday, and Sex Piston
wondered if he was feeling the after affects of their Friday night fuckfest that The Last Riders
participated in weekly if not nightly,"



HE IS MINE!!!!
"Demie reached up and kissed Stud on the mouth."
“Do Not Ever Fucking Touch Him Again. If I see you even looking at him, I will beat the shit
out of you.”

YEP!
“Caring about me won’t make you weak, Sex Piston. You’ve been fighting against the world
for so long that you haven’t seen that the war’s over. Your bullies are gone, and there’s not a
person whose ass you can’t kick.”

FRIENDS!
"Fat Louise was their weakest link, but sometimes their strongest. She was a total screw up at
times and yet, whenever anyone needed something done that no one wanted to do, Fat Louise
always came through."

SHADE!
"Razer’s throat. “I’m fucking done. You hear me, Razer?”
"Shade shook off Viper then rounded on Razer, throwing him up against the wall, his forearm
pressed against Razer’s throat. “I’m fucking done. You hear me, Razer?”
"She’s strong, Shade. Strong enough to survive whatever hell that’s been given to her. She will
pull out of this."

DECISIONS:
“Sex Piston, I own my home in West Virginia. It’s big enough for all of us. My family and the
Blue Horsemen are there, not here.”
“I have my family here, my sisters are here, my business is here. Knox gave up being the
biggest horndog in The Last Riders for Diamond and he bought her a fucking island.”

MAKING AMENDS...
“You were a better sister to me than I was to you. I was the older one and I should have
watched out for you. I failed you, Sex Piston, and I’m deeply ashamed.
“I’m so proud of you,” Diamond told her.

MISS CONGENIALITY:
“It’s not going to be easy, Stud.” She licked her suddenly dry lips before confessing, “I can be a
little obnoxious, I have a bad temper, no one likes my friends, and my family is nuts.” She
raised her eyes to him. “But, I think I’m in love with you.”



SWOON!
“When I get done with you tonight, you are going to know you’re mine. I can be an ass, I like
things my way, you’ll have to put up with three kids that aren’t yours, and I’m never going to
stop loving you.”

BIKER BABE!
She was wearing a leather dress that came to the tops of her thighs with high heels. Her garters
were just below the bottom of her dress, showing blue bows. Her red hair was pulled back to a
high and tight ponytail."

Tobia James says

WELL THAT WAS A PLEASANT SURPRISE!!

I truly was not expecting to love this book so much, but I do. Great job Jamie Begley!

We met Sex Piston
in Jamie's Last Riders series; getting to know her as Beth's friend in Razer's Ride and Viper's Run and later
as Diamond's sister in Knox's Stand.

She is a spitfire. One who's opinionated, strong (headstrong & strong-willed), and HOT! She has always
been a part of Destructors MC, ever since her pops was Prez. But now after being taken over by the Blue
Horsemen, she is no longer the Princess. But, in a way, she still runs things with her gang of biker bitches:
Killyama (yes, Kill Your Mother), Crazy Bitch (I ain't messing with that bitch...she crazy), Fat Louise (the
sweetheart that loves her food), and T.A. (Tits & Ass maybe???). Together they form a loyal band of biker
bitches that stick together through thick and thin. That was the intention (to stick together and to rebel
against the Blue Horsemen) when the Destructors got taken over by the Blue Horsemen and their Prez Stud.
But, with a name like Stud, Sex Piston didn't stand a chance.

Meet Stud

Hot right? Yeah, that's why they call him Stud. He's had it up to here with Sex Piston and her domineering
persona, keeping the ladies from the other guys in the club. He needs to break down her defenses....and fast.
What better way than to seduce the fiery beauty? Besides, she's hot, so it's a win for him right? Definitely.

was a great read. I loved Sex Piston's character. Didn't expect her to have such depth and didn't expect that
surprise! (view spoiler) Bitch, say what?

Her story has such depth and pain. It's a wonder she's still alive. I can understand her need to be strong, and
abrasive. She's been hurt and being she is terrified of being that vulnerable again. But she did have those
moments, and it was a joy seeing those softer sides of her. She really cares about her girls, and despite her



coldness toward her sister at times, she does care about Diamond. That softer side of her became more
pronounced when it came on to Stud's kids, Star in particular. Heck, a sweet baby girl would melt anyone's
heart. She is so adorable....especially when she calls Sex Piston  "Sexy!"

Precious.

Stud was a pleasant surprise. He wasn't as crass as I've read most MC Presidents being. He was sweet, a bit
rough around the edges, but all-in-all, a great guy and father. He really was the right guy for Sex
Piston.....and not just because Jamie Begley wrote it so. Well, that's bullshit. We love them together because
the author made us love them together.

I thought Sex Piston would continue to deny Stud and her feelings for him. But I'm glad she pulled her head
out of her ass and accepted what he had to offer. And I'm happy he gave her the love she needed....even with
a name like (view spoiler). But, really though.....(view spoiler)

A major highlight of the book....and this got me to squeal like a 12 year old girl at a Justin Beiber concert
(die Justin Beiber....seriously).....was that scene with Shade at the hospital. When he grabbed Razer and told
him and Viper that he was DONE, I almost cried! Oh, and that powerful moment when (view spoiler) I got
serious goosebumps! That made me only want Shade’s Fall to be released that much quicker! But there's no
release date yet....WHY???!!!!

All in all, was a great biker romance. My only regret was that it was too short. When it ended, i was like,
what? I smiled, but damn, it ended so abruptly. I started scrolling back to see if I missed something. But it
was done with a final, let's go pay Shade a visit. I was going crazy with that abrupt ending.

Come on!!!! I WANT MORE SEX PISTON!!!!

Anyway, I can't wait for the other books in this series. I'll be stalking Jamie's page for something other than
Shade’s Fall now. I wonder which of the biker bitches' story is next???

All I know is, I'm excited!!!!

✿kawehi.reviews says

4-4.5 stars!

Sex Piston …
★Fierce
★Passionate
★Tempermental
★Feisty
★Loyal
★Independent



★Confident
★Straight-up
★Sexy
★Very protective of those she cares about
But underneath it all, she has a heart of gold.

So Stud…
★Dedicated MC leader
★Charming
★Cocky
★Assertive
★Persistent
★Loving father
★And hell bent on taming the wild Sex Piston.
But as he peels back her layers, he begins to fall deeper for the she-devil.

 What will be the outcome of this epic battle of the sexes?

Read and you will find out!

My thoughts: Wow, Jamie Begley is easily becoming one of my go to authors for MC anything! So
innovative and crafty this lady! ;)

Going into this book, I really had no expectations whatsoever. But in the end, I really did like it. It was
different to see a story an MC story based on a strong female heroine within the club.

Normally, I’m used to weak women with no backbone but Sex Piston was a whole another level of woman. I
liked her fiery tenacity and no take no one’s sh*t attitude. It isn’t the kind where you’d roll your eyes or
think that she was being super annoying and all. She just isn't a doormat and will stick up for herself and
those around her when push comes to shove.

And as for Stud, well, I just loved him as a whole!! He's very charming and panty-dropping worthy. ;)

Stud has always been attracted to Sex Piston physically and can't help but admire her spunky, hold no barred
attitude. He originally embarks on a plan to bring her to heel but as he gets to know her better he realizes that
there’s more than meets the eye.

You see...Sex Piston often gets misunderstood and judged based on her tough as nails exterior and
provocative looks. Therefore, she's easily labeled as a major b*tch and a slut. But, as Stud begins to tear
down her walls and defenses, he begins to see all of the different sides to her that she tries to keep under
wraps from others. She’s a hard ass but her character but deep down is a very genuine, vulnerable, and caring
individual.

I’m sure that as you readers journey through this book, you will realize that Sex Piston and Stud kind of go
together like fire and water; Sex Piston being the fire and Stud being the water. Sex Piston is passionate and
intense whereas Stud has those traits from time to time but is more subdued and calm and balances her out.



A very fun and exciting introduction into the Biker Bitches series! ;)

Aparajita Mukherjee says

This novella gives a glimpse of how Sex Piston's life had been and what made her the way she is, that is,
extremely strong with a bad mouth yet kind hearted with a soft spot for children. Her bonding with the other
members of her girl crew is heartwarming and they have always got each others' back. Nothing much to say
about Stud as he is the conventional Alpha male with all the possessiveness and growling and anger. This
book is not very intense or heart-racing but it definitely can teach one a thing or two about friendship and is
even funny at times.

Alpha Possessive Heroes says

 HOLLY SHIET!  All the crazy bitches are getting their own story?!

OMG! I didn't see this coming!

After finishing Knox Stand book, I cannot wait to see how Stud will tame Sex Piston! lol. One thing is for
sure though, This is going to be a one crazy series!!!!!!

edited:
I set up a high expectation and this author gave me so much more!

For all the sexy ladies out there that haven't read the Last Rider Series yet- I recommend to read them first
before reading this one. Sex Piston can read as a standalone but you'll get more emotionally and physically
invested if you start with Last Rider Series first. ^_^

OMG, who's next? Killyama? Crazy Bitch? T.A? Fat Louise?!

Will post my full thoughts soon...

Fre06 Begum says

Finally a book by this author that I truly enjoyed and rated above 3stars! This book had really good elements
with an alpha male and FINALLY a female lead who was strong and not a sex mad clingy annoying woman
who becomes a doormat for their pricks in all the previous books! I was predisposed to not liking Sex Piston



as she was so rude and crass in the other books but seriously I freaking adored her she has a heart of gold and
again she takes no crap from anyone including the main guy especially. For fans of Shade and Lilly like
myself you will love him in this book too man that guy is HOT and I really hope like this book Lilly
continues to be chased and does not become a doormat as I am seriously on edge for their book next.
Anyway this book was great only reason it wasn't a 5 was because it was shorter and felt a bit rushed. Well
done on this JB.


